
  

 
BERKELEY HEIGHTS PUBLIC SCHOOLS SCHOOL  

ATTENDANCE GUIDELINES AND SCHOOL CANCELLATION PROCEDURES 
 
 
Overview 
Due to this year being unprecedented, we have made some adjustments to our absentee 
guidelines, as well as school cancellation procedures. Please keep this document for future 
reference. 
 
Attendance 

Regular attendance by all students in the public schools of the State of New Jersey is a                 
well-established, long-standing state policy. The objective of our district policy is to maximize             
the day-to-day attendance of our students in The Berkeley Heights Public Schools so that they               
may realize the greatest benefits of classroom instruction and activity. The process of education              
requires regular continuity of instruction through classroom participation, learning experiences,          
and study in order to reach the goal of maximum educational benefits for each student. Although                
we are working in an alternative setting, attending class either in-person or virtually remains              
critical to the learning process. 

Below are guidelines that Berkeley Heights Public Schools has established in an effort to ensure               
student attendance in class and virtually while executing our hybrid schedule. Consistency and             
accountability is important as we support our teachers’ planning for each of their classes. 

Cohort  A or Cohort B 

● All students should physically attend school on the Day their group is assigned. 
○ Students who do not attend their in-person day will be marked absent but may              

connect to their class virtually if they wish to keep up with the class and feel well                 
enough. 

○ We will accept Absent, yet virtual for illness reasons if the student is well enough               
to attend the remote sessions. If a student is absent without a doctor’s note for               
five consecutive days of scheduled in-person instruction, they will be moved to            
remote learning until November 23, December 14, January 19, March 8, or April             
19. 

○ All medical notes and proof of college visits (HS) should be submitted to the main               
office when appropriate. 

  



There are a few times we will make exceptions to this guideline: 

● If a student comes into contact with a person with COVID 19, we will revert the student                 
to remote learning until they have exhausted the 14 day quarantine period (they will not               
be counted absent) and a negative COVID test is presented to the main office. 

● If a student tests positive for COVID 19, that student will be placed on remote learning                
until the Department of Health has cleared them for re-entry. They will revert to remote               
learning and not be counted as absent. This is just one of the many procedures that will                 
take place if a student tests positive for COVID.  

● If a student travels to one of the states listed as high risk during a scheduled school break                  
(Teachers Convention, Thanksgiving, Winter Break, Spring Break), they will need to           
revert to remote learning and quarantine for 14 days. The re-entry dates for students              
traveling during school break are: November 23, December 14, January 19, March 8, and              
April 19.  

Students wishing to move from remote instruction (Plan C) to in-person instruction (Plan B) will               
be permitted to do so as follows:  

● Grades 6-12 can revert to in-person instruction at the start of each marking period on               
November 9, January 25, and April 5.  

● Elementary students can revert to in-person instruction on November 2, January 19,            
March 8, and April 19.  

● Parents must inform their building principal in writing 10 days prior to the re-entry              
date in order to move from remote to in-person learning. 

We do encourage you to keep your children at home when they are sick or not feeling well. It is                    
VITAL that all of our students are healthy when they come to school. We are doing everything in                  
our power to keep the schools open, however, we need your help to do so. 

SCHOOL CANCELLATION PROCEDURES 

School cancellation procedures that have been in effect in prior years are no longer applicable in                
part because a school day must be at least four hours in length in order to count toward the New                    
Jersey 180-day statutory requirement. The following are the guidelines we are using until further              
notice: 

No School  

It is still possible that there may be a need to cancel school. For example, if there were a major                    
storm and widespread power outages in our area, it might not be possible to conduct a school                 
day, either in person or virtually. In the event that the school district must CANCEL school, the                 
district will send notification of the cancellation through School Messenger and post the             
announcement on our webpage. Please make sure that your contact information in the             
PowerSchool Parent Portal is current and accurate, as this is the source for all contact               
information for School Messenger. You can log onto the Parent Portal here. 

  

http://www.bhpsnj.org/
https://bhpsnj.powerschool.com/


Complete  Virtual Learning 

In the event that threatening weather or some other circumstance could jeopardize the             
completion of four hours of in-person school, school may be held virtually that day. The school                
district will send a notification of the conversion to virtual learning via School Messenger. The               
district will make every effort to notify families of the conversion as early as possible, preferably                
the evening before the day in question.  

All Other Scenarios  

It is impossible to predict what else this year could bring. We will determine any other                
modification to school schedules based on the circumstances and conditions at the time, and we               
will communicate the changes via School Messenger. Thank you for your understanding. 


